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1. Introduction. 
 
In the ordinary theory of optimal control (i.e. optimal control of systems governed by ordinary 
differential equations), a prominent role is played by problems for which the optimality 
equations (Hamiltonian equations and Pontryagin’s maximum and/or dynamic programming 
equations), be reduced to solvable equations. The archetypical example of this type of reduction 
is the Riccati differential system for optimal control of linear ODE control system with a 
quadratic performance functional. (A contemporary account of Riccati equations in optimal 
control is contained in [Z].) This is a solvable optimal control problem, in the sense that the 
Riccati differential system can (under suitable, but quite general assumptions) be solved by 
standard well-behaved and well-analyzed algorithms for systems of ordinary differential 
equations. Once the solution of the Riccati differential system has been calculated, the 
corresponding optimal control is determined in the form of a linear causal feedback law. 
In the above discussion, we do not consider the method of dynamic programming, since that has 
no useful counterpart in the optimal control of integral equations. 
In this paper, we are interested in discovering analogous cases of solvability for the optimal 
control of systems governed by integral equations. We remark that examples of applied problems 
that lead to optimal control questions for integral equations can be found, e.g., in [AHS], [BS]. 
For integral equations of either Fredholm or Volterra types, there is no possibility (in general) of 
finding an optimal control in the form of a causal feedback law. Even if the integral equation that 
describes the system dynamics is causal, i.e. a Volterra integral equation, an optimal control 
cannot, in general, be obtained in causal form. Indeed, for a controlled Volterra integral equation 
 
dssusystftyty
t
))(),(,,()()(
00 ∫+=       --- (1.1) 
 
with cost functional (which is to be minimized) 
 
dttutytFJ
T
))(),(,(:
0∫=        --- (1.2) 
 
the Hamiltonian is 
 
dsuytsfsuytFuytH
T
t
),,,()(),,()),(,,( ψψ ∫+=⋅     --- (1.3) 
 
where ψ  is the co-state and its values are co-vectors (row vectors, if the state y is represented as 
a column vector). The co-state satisfies the integral equation 
 
)),(,,()( uytHt y ⋅∇= ψψ        --- (1.4) 
 
(here we follow the convention of representing the gradient as a co-vector). For details of the 
mathematical theory and proofs, see [S1, S2]. 
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An extremum principle similar to Pontryagin’s principle says that an optimal control )(* ⋅u  
minimizes, a.e. in t,  )),(),(,( utytH ⋅ψ . 
`  
Eq. (1.4) is a Volterra integral equation in reverse time, equation over [t, T], and it is linear in   
ψ ,    thus the solution can (in general) be expressed via a resolvent kernel R as 
 
dstsRsusysFtutytFt y
T
ty
),())(),(,())(),(,()( ∇+∇= ∫ψ  .    (1.5) 
The resolvent kernel R(s, t) is (among other dependencies) a functional of the restrictions of 
)(,)( ⋅⋅ uy  to the interval ),( Tt . We use the notation TtTt uy ., ][,][  to denote these restrictions and , 
for every function g with domain (0, T), we denote by bag ,][  the restriction of the function g to 
the interval (a, b). Then the resolvent kernel depends also on TtTt uy ., ][,][  : 
 
)][,][;,(),( ,, TtTt uytsRtsR = .         (1.6) 
 
 
Consequently )(tψ is a functional of TtTt uy ,, ][,][ . It follows from (1.5) that also Tt ,][ψ  is a 
function of TtTt uy ,, ][,][ . Thus a minimizer )(* tu (assuming its existence) will be a (in general, 
set-valued) function of Tty ,][ . Substituting one selection of this set-valued function into the state 
dynamics (1.1) shows that the right-hand side of the Volterra integral equation (1.1)  will depend 
on both ty ,0][  through the dependence of f on y) and on }0:]{[ , tsy Ts ≤≤  (through the 
dependence of u(s) on Tsy ,][ ), thus on Ty ,0][ . Therefore, at the end, we have an integral – 
functional equation with right-hand side, for each t, depending on Ty ,0][ . This shows the 
Fredholm nature of an optimal problem for state dynamics given by a Volterra integral equation. 
 
For comparison with previous results, we mention that, in the particular case a Volterra integral 
equation arising from the integral formulation of a differential equation, as in [PY], causal 
synthesis of an optimal control is possible. In the case of general Volterra integral equations with 
memory effects, as in the present paper, optimal controls cannot be expressed in the form of 
causal feedback. 
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2. Optimization of certain types of quadratic functionals. 
 
Our exposition of quadratic control of linear integral equations will be facilitated by examining 
first some general quadratic optimization problems over 2L  spaces, independently of any control 
interpretations. In this section, we gather a few results on quadratic functionals of the form 
 
dxxwxrxwxKxwdydxywyxKxwE TT
G
T
GG
)}()()()()({)(),()(: 0121221 ++= ∫∫∫ ×  . 
--- (2.1)  
 
 
Without loss of generality, the matrix-valued functions K1 and K2 can be assumed to be 
symmetric functions, in the following sense: 
 
),(),(,)()( 2211 xyKyxKxKxK
TT ==   .      --- (2.2) 
 
This is the case because K1 and K2  can be replaced, in the definition of the functional E, by their 
respective symmetrizations 21
~,~ KK , defined by  
 
]),(),([:),(~,])()([:)(~ 2221211211 xyKyxKyxKxKxKxK
TT +=+=  ,  --- (2.3) 
 
without affecting the values of E.  
 
We extend E to a quadratic functional E~  on the space ( ) 22 )( nGL R  as follows: 
 
dydx
yv
xw
yxrdydx
yv
xw
yxKyvxwvwEE T
GG
TT
GG 




+





=≡ ∫∫∫∫ ×× )(
)(
),(~
)(
)(
),(~)]()([:),(~~ 2141 , 
           --- (2.4) 
 
 
where 






==












= ∫ )(
)(
||
1:),(~;|:|,
||
)(),(
),(
||
)(
:),(~
1
2
2
1
yr
xr
G
yxrdxG
G
yKxyK
yxK
G
xK
yxK
G
   . 
           --- (2.5) 
 
 
We note that K~  is a symmetric matrix, since K1 is a symmetric matrix and ),(),( 22 yxKxyK
T= . 
 
Then it can be verified that ),(~)( wwEwE = . 
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We are interested in conditions under which the purely quadratic part of E is a positive definite 
operator, which means that 0)()()( 0 >− ∫ dxxwxrwE TG  where w is any nonzero element of 
)(2 nGL R . 
The reason is that the positive definiteness of the purely quadratic part of E is a sufficient 
condition for a critical point of E to be a point of minimum. 
 
We shall denote by Eq the purely quadratic part of  E, i.e. 
 
dydxywyxKxwdxxwxKxwwE T
GG
T
Gq
)(),()()()()(:)( 221121 ∫∫∫ ×+=   --- (2.6) 
 
and similarly for E~ , i.e. 
 
           --- (2.7)  
 
 
 
Definition 2.1.  We shall say that the pair of matrix-valued kernels (K1 ,  K2) is a pair that 
generates a positive-definite integral form if )(1 xK  is invertible for all x in G  and, for every 
nonzero w in ( ))(2 nGL R  , we have  
0)(),()()()()( 221121 >+ ∫∫∫ × dydxywyxKxwdxxwxKxw
T
GG
T
G
    . /// 
 
We can characterize this property of a pair of kernels in a sharp way that involves only one 
matrix-valued function.  
 
When )(1 xK  is a positive-definite matrix for all  x in G  , we utilize the positive-definite square 
root of  )(1 xK  , which we denote by )(2
1
1 xK  , and we set )()(:)( 2
1
1 xwxKxv = . Then 
 
.)()(),()()(||||
)(),()()()()(
2
1
2
1
2 121
2
)(
21
dydxyvyKyxKxKxvv
dydxywyxKxwxwxKxw
T
GGL
T
G
T
−−
∫
∫
+=
=+
           --- (2.8)       
 
Thus the condition that the pair (K1 ,  K2 ) generates a positive-definite integral form is 
equivalent to the condition that, for all nonzero v in  )(2 GL , we have 
 
0)()(),()()(|||| 2
1
2
1
2 121
2
)( >+
−−
∫ dydxyvyKyxKxKxvv TGGL    .   --- (2.9) 
 
.
)(
)(
),(~)]()([:),(~ 41 dydxyv
xw
yxKyvxwvwE TT
GGq 




= ∫∫ ×
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This is one type of coercivity condition, it means that the bilinear integral form generated by the 
kernel   )(),()( 2
1
2
1
121 yKyxKxK
−−    satisfies 
2
)(121 2
2
1
2
1
||||)()(),()()( GL
T
G
vdydxyvyKyxKxKxv −≥−−∫  for all v, with equality only when 0≡v . 
 
This coercivity condition will be satisfied if  )(),()( 2
1
2
1
121 yKyxKxK
−−  has the form of an 
expansion akin to a Mercer expansion of positive definite kernels, namely 
 
)()()(),()(
1
121
2
1
2
1
ywxwyKyxKxK Tkkk
k
λ∑
∞
=
−− =  
 
where ∞<∈∀−> ∑
∞
=
||,1
1
k
k
k k λλ N , and ∞=1}{ kkw  is an orthonormal basis of )(
2 nGL R . 
 
 
 
We shall prove 
 
Theorem 2.1.  When )(1 xK  is positive definite for all x in G and the pair (K1 ,  K2) is a pair that 
generates a positive-definite integral form, then: 
 
(i) The Fredholm integral equation   
 
0)()(),()()( 021 =++ ∫ xrdyywyxKxwxK G      --- (2.10) 
has a unique solution *w ; 
 
(ii) The unique solution *w  minimizes )(wE  over all w in ( ))(2 nGL R  . 
 
 
Proof.  For proving assertion (i), we observe that Eq. (2.10) can be written as 
 
)()()(),()()( 0
1
12
1
1 xrxKdyywyxKxKxw G
−− −−= ∫           --- (2.11)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
which is the standard form of a second-kind Fredholm integral equation, and Fredholm's 
alternative implies that either (2.11) has a unique solution, or the corresponding homogeneous 
equation 
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dyywyxKxKxw
G
)(),()()( 2
1
1
−∫−=       
 
has a nonzero solution. If  1w  is a nonzero solution of the homogeneous equation, we have 
 
0)(),()()( 1211 =+ ∫ dyywyxKxwxK G  
 
thus, by multiplying from the left by )(1 xw
T  and integrating over G, we obtain 
 
0)(),()()()()( 121111 =+ ∫∫∫ × dyywyxKxwdxxwxKxw
T
GG
T
G
 , 
 
which contradicts the positivity of Eq .   
 
 
We now prove assertion (ii).  Let w* be the unique solution of (2.10). Then, from 
 
)()(),()()( 0
*
2
*
1 xrdyywyxKxwxK G −=+ ∫   
 
it follows that 
 
.)()()(),()()()()()( *021
*
2
*
2
1*
1
*
2
1* dxxwxrdyywyxKxwdxxwxKxwwE T
G
T
GG
T
Gq ∫∫∫∫ −=+= ×
 
 
Consequently, we have )()( ** wEwEq −=  , because 
 
.)()()(
)()()()()()()()(
**
02
1
*
0
*
02
1*
0
**
wEdxxwxr
dxxwxrdxxwxrdxxwxrwEwE
q
T
G
T
G
T
G
T
Gq
−==
=+−=+=
∫
∫∫∫
 
           --- (2.12) 
 
We calculate )( *wwEq − : 
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.)()()()()()()()(
)(),()()()()()()(
))()((),())()((
))()(()())()(()(
**
0
*
*
2
*
1
*
*
2
*
2
1
*
1
*
2
1*
wEwEwEwEdxxwxrwEwE
dydxywyxKxwdxxwxKxwwEwE
dydxywywyxKxwxw
dxxwxwxKxwxwwwE
q
T
Gqq
T
GG
T
Gqq
T
GG
T
Gq
−=+=++=
=−−+=
=−−+
+−−=−
∫
∫∫∫
∫∫
∫
×
×  
 
For *ww ≠ , we have, by the positive definiteness condition on the pair ),( 21 KK ,  
0)( * >− wwEq  
 
thus  
)()( * wEwE <  
which shows that *w  is the unique minimizer of E. ///  
 
We note that eq. (2.12) has independent significance: it gives an expression for the minimum 
value of E, namely 
 
.)()()( *021
* dxxwxrwE T
G∫=  
 
Also, we have: 
 
Corollary 2.1. Under the same conditions for the kernel 1K , but changing the positive 
definiteness condition on the pair ),( 21 KK to a condition of positive semi-definiteness, namely 
0)(),()()()()( 221121 ≥+ ∫∫∫ × dydxywyxKxwdxxwxKxw
T
GG
T
G
 
for all w in ( ))(2 nGL R , we obtain the conclusion that the Fredholm linear integral equation 
(2.10) is a necessary condition that every minimizer of )(wE  must satisfy. /// 
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3. Quadratic control of linear Fredholm integral equations. 
 
We consider a controlled Fredholm integral equation 
 
dyyuyxByyxAxx
G
)}(),()(),({)()( 0 ++= ∫ ϕϕϕ . 
           --- (3.1) 
 
We shall study the optimal control problem of minimizing a quadratic cost functional of the form 
 
dxxuxRxuxuxQxxxPxJ TTT
G
)}()()()()()()()()({: 2121 ++= ∫ ϕϕϕ . 
           --- (3.2) 
 
The solution of (2.1), under appropriate assumptions, can be represented in terms of a resolvent 
kernel ),( yxK  as follows: 
 
dzdyyuyzBzxKdyyuyxBdyyyxKxx
GGGG
)(),(),()(),()(),()()( 00 ∫∫∫∫ +++= ϕϕϕ . 
           --- (3.3) 
 
The resolvent kernel K satisfies 
 
dzyzKzxAyxAyxK
G
),(),(),(),( ∫+= . 
           --- (3.4) 
 
Eq. (3.3) allows us to represent the solution of (3.1) in the form 
 
dyyuyxBxx
G
)(),()()( 11 ∫+= ϕϕ ,     
           --- (3.5) 
 
where 
 
 
dzyzBzxKyxByxBdyyyxKxx
GG
),(),(),(:),(,)(),()(:)( 1001 ∫∫ +=+= ϕϕϕ . 
             
           --- (3.6) 
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The representation (3.5) transforms the cost functional J into an integral functional that is 
quadratic in the control: 
 
 
 
 
 
dxxuxRxudydxxuxQyxByu
dxxuxQxdzdydxxuxzBzPyzByu
dydxxuxyBxPydxxxPxJ
T
G
TT
GG
T
G
TT
GGG
T
GG
T
G
)()()()()(),()(
)()()()(),()(),()(
)(),()()()()()(
2
1
1
1112
1
11112
1
∫∫∫
∫∫∫∫
∫∫∫
++
+++
++=
ϕ
ϕϕϕ
 
           --- (3.7) 
 
from which the variation Jδ of the cost functional J, under a variation uδ  of the control, is 
calculated as 
 
.)()()()()],()()(),()[(
)()()()(),()(),()(
)(),()()(
11
111
11
dxxuxRxudydxxuxyByQxQyxByu
dxxuxQxdzdydxxuxzBzPyzByu
dydxxuxyBxPyJ
T
G
TTT
GG
T
G
TT
GGG
T
GG
δδ
δϕδ
δϕδ
∫∫∫
∫∫∫∫
∫∫
+++
+++
+=
 
           --- (3.8) 
 
 
The vanishing of Jδ yields the following integral equation for a stationary point of the functional 
J : 
 
.)(),()(),()],()()(),([
)()(),()()()()(
*
1111
111
1*








++



+
++





−=
∫∫
∫−
dyyudzyzBzPxzBxyByQxQyxB
dzzxPxzBxxQxRxu
T
G
TT
G
T
G
T ϕϕ
   
           --- (3.9)  
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This is a Fredholm integral equation of the second  kind that is linear in the unknown function 
.*u   Consequently, standard theorems about existence and uniqueness of solutions of linear 
Fredholm integral equations apply.  
 
Sufficient conditions, both for the existence of solutions of (3.8), and for those solutions to 
actually provide a minimum of the original cost functional, can be found by reducing the 
problem to minimizing a quadratic functional, and then invoking the results of section 2. 
Substitution of (3.5) into (3.2) shows that J has the form 
 
dxxxPx
dxdxxuxxKxudxxuxrxuxKxuJ
T
G
T
GG
TT
G
)()()({
)(),()()}()()()()({
112
1
12221212
1
12
1
ϕϕ∫
∫∫∫
+
+++=
×    
          --- (3.10) 
where  
 
.)()(),()()(:)(
;),()()(),(),()(),(:),(
;)(:)(
111
211121212111212
1
xQxdyxyBxQyxr
xxBxQxQxxBdyxyByRxyBxxK
xRxK
TT
G
T
TTT
G
ϕϕ +=
++=
=
∫
∫
 
          --- (3.11) 
 
Consequently, sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.9), and 
sufficient conditions for that solution to give a minimum of (3.2), are that (i) R(x) be positive 
12 
 
definite for all x in G, and (ii) that the pair (R, K2)  generate a positive definite quadratic form on 
))((2 mGGL R→×
 . 
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4. Control of certain nonlinear Fredholm integral equations. 
 
Now we consider a controlled Fredholm integral equation that is nonlinear in the state but linear 
in the control: 
 
dyyuyyxFyyxfxx
G
)}())(,,())(,,({)()( 0 ϕϕϕϕ ++= ∫     --- `(4.1) 
 
 
with corresponding cost functional that is nonlinear in the state and quadratic in the control: 
 
dxxuxxGxuxuxxgxxgJ TT
G
)}())(,()()())(,())(,({: 2110 ϕϕϕ ++= ∫ .  --- (4.2) 
 
In this case, we proceed via an extremum principle. The Hamiltonian is a functional of the co-
state ψ , and it is given by 
 
.]),,(),,()[(),(),(),())(,,,( 2110 dyuxyFxyfyuxGuuxgxguxH G
TT ϕϕψϕϕϕψϕ ++++=⋅ ∫  
           --- (4.3) 
 
The co-state ψ  satisfies ))(,,,()( ⋅∇= ψϕψ ϕ uxHx , that is, 
 
dyuxyFxyfyuxGuuxgxgx
G
TT ]),,(),,()[(),(),(),()( 2110 ϕϕψϕϕϕψ ϕϕϕϕϕ ∇+∇+∇+∇+∇= ∫ . 
           --- (4.4) 
 
An optimal control *u , together with the corresponding state function *ϕ  and the corresponding 
co-state *ψ ,  satisfy 0))(),(),(,( *** =⋅∇ ψϕ xuxxHu , that is, 
 
0))(,,()())(,())(,( *****1 =++ ∫ dyxxyFyxxGuxxg G
TT ϕψϕϕ
   --- (4.5)
 
 
from which we find 
 



+


−= ∫− dyyxxyFxxgxxGxu
TT
G
)())(,,())(,())(,()( ***1
*1* ψϕϕϕ .  --- (4.6) 
 
Substitution of (4.6) into (4.4) gives the following double Fredholm integral equation for an 
optimal co-state: 
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.)())(,,())(,(),,()(
))](,())(,())(,,())(,,([)(
)())(,,(),())(,())(,(
))(,())(,(),())(,())(,(
)())(,,())(,(),())(,())(,,()(
)())(,,())(,(
))(,())(,())(,()(
***1*
*
1
*1***
***1*
1
*
1
*1*1*
12
1
***1*1**
2
1
***
1
*1*
1
*
0
*
dydzzxxzFxxGxyFy
dyxxgxxGxxyFxxyfy
dyyxxyFxGxxGxxg
xxgxxGxGxxGxxg
dydzzxxzFxxGxGxxGxxyFy
dyyxxyFxxg
xxGxxgxxgx
TT
GG
G
TT
G
T
T
TT
GG
TT
G
T
ψϕϕϕψ
ϕϕϕϕψ
ψϕϕϕϕ
ϕϕϕϕϕ
ψϕϕϕϕϕψ
ψϕϕ
ϕϕϕψ
ϕ
ϕϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕϕ
−
×
−
−
−−
−−
×
−
∇−
−∇−∇+
+∇+
+∇+
+∇+
+


+


⋅
⋅∇−∇=
∫∫
∫
∫
∫∫
∫
 
           --- (4.7) 
 
Also, substitution of (4.6) into (4.1) yields 
.)())(,,())(,())(,,(
))}(,())(,())(,,({)()(
***1*
*
1
*1*
0
*
dydzzyyzFyyGyyxF
dyyygyyGyyxfxx
TT
GG
G
ψϕϕϕ
ϕϕϕϕϕ
−
×
−
∫∫
∫
−
−−+=
 
           --- (4.8) 
 
The system of (4.7) and (4.8) consists of double Fredholm integral equations. This system is of 
the second degree in the co-state ψ , and in that respect it resembles the well-known Riccati 
differential system that arises in linear-quadratic optimal control for systems governed by 
differential equations.` `   
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5. Quadratic control for linear Volterra controlled systems. 
We consider a Volterra controlled system of the form 
dssustBsystAtyty
t
)}(),()(),({)()(
00
++= ∫    .     --- (5.1) 
 
The state y is n-dimensional, the control u is m-dimensional. A and B are matrices of dimensions 
compatible with the dimensions of the state and the control. 
 
The control objective is to minimize a quadratic functional 
 
dttutRtututQtytytPtyJ TTT
T
)}()()()()()()()()({: 21210 ++= ∫     .   --- (5.2) 
 
The Hamiltonian H for this case is  
 
dsutsBytsAsutRuutQyytPyuytH
T
t
TTT }),(),(){()()()(:)),(,,( 2121 ++++=⋅ ∫ ψψ   . 
           --- (5.3) 
 
The co-state ψ  satisfies )),(,,()( uytHt y ⋅∇= ψψ , thus 
 
dstsAstQutPyt
T
t
TTT ),()()()()( ψψ ∫++=  .     --- (5.4) 
 
 
If we denote by *u  a minimizer of the Hamiltonian, for every )(,, ⋅ψyt , we find  (by 
differentiating the Hamiltonian with respect to u) 
0),()()()()()( * =++ ∫ dstsBstRtutQty
T
t
TT ψ   .     --- (5.5) 
 
By substituting the solution, for )(* tu
T  into (5.4), we find the following equation for the co-state 
ψ  : 
 
    
dstQtRtsBtsAstQtRtQtPtyt T
T
t
TT )]()(),(),([)()]()()()([)()( 11 −− −+−= ∫ ψψ   . 
           --- (5.6) 
 
Also, by substituting )(* tu  into (5.1) and taking transposition of the resulting integral equation, 
we obtain 
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dsdstBsRtBdsstBsRsQstAsytyty T
T
s
T
s
TTTtTT σσσψ
σ
),()(),()()],()()(),([)()()( 1
0
1
00
−
==
− ∫∫∫ −−+=
 
           --- (5.7) 
 
which, by a change of the order of integration in the double integral, becomes 
 
.),()(),()()],()()(),([)(
)()(
1),min(
00
1
0
0
dsdstBsRtBdsstBsRsQstAsy
tyty
Tt
s
TTTTt
TT
σσσψ
σ
σ
−
==
− ∫∫∫ −−+
+=
 
           --- (5.8) 
 
 
We set 
 
dsstBsRtBtK T
t
s
),()(),(:),( 1
),min(
01
−
=∫= σσ
σ
 ; 
),()()(),(:),( 1 stBsRsQstAstC TT −−=   .      --- (5.9) 
 
Then the equation for the state becomes  
 
dsstKsdsstCsytyty
TTtTT ),()(),()()()( 1000 ψ∫∫ −+= .    --- (5.10) 
 
Further, let ),( σtS  be the resolvent kernel associated with the kernel ),( stC  in (5.10), and 
define 
 
dsstSsKtS
t
s
),(),(:),( 11 σσ σ∫ ==   .       --- (5.11) 
 
Then the state admits this representation: 
 
dsstSsdsstKsdsstSsytyty
tTTtTT ),()(),()(),()()()( 10101000 ψψ ∫∫∫ −−+=   . 
           --- (5.12) 
 
Substitution of (5.12) into equation (5.6) for the co-state ψ  gives the final form of a second-kind 
Fredholm integral equation for ψ : 
 
.)]()(),(),([)()()()()(
),()(),()()()()(
11
1010000
dstQtRtsBtsAstQtRtQtP
dsstSsdsstKsdssytyt
TT
t
T
tTTtT
−− −+





−⋅
⋅


−−+


=
∫
∫∫∫
ψ
ψψψ
f 
           --- (5.13) 
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Assuming the existence of a minimizing control, the determination of an optimal control depends 
on the solution of the Fredholm-Volterra integral equation (5.13). If a solution ψ  has been 
found, then tracing back through the calculations in this section, the corresponding optimal state 
trajectory is found from (5.10) or from (5.12), and the optimal control yielding that state 
trajectory is found from (5.5) which is a linear algebraic equation for that optimal control. 
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